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More and more manufacturing is moving 

to verifying critical functional features 100% 

in process. The reasons for this growth 

in checking every part include customer 

requirements, savings associated with 

the cost of quality defects, and/or a desire 

to produce a more consistent and higher 

quality part. The rotating torque on a 

pivoting joint assembly often falls into this 

category of critical functional features that 

require in-process verif ication.

The construction of a pivot joint testing 

machine has numerous considerations. 

Whether you are designing a machine 

or purchasing from someone else, 

understanding various aspects of the pivot 

testing machine and major considerations 

to take is critical. In this paper we will discuss 

these considerations including major parts 

of the general machine configuration to 

consider, key aspects of the part f ixturing, 

what gauging and machine verif ication 

considerations to take, and f inally the 

control methodology approach and 

potential key measurements.

 

INTRODUCTION

Image 01: SERVO Controlled  
Torque Check Machine
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it is key to start  
with considerations 
of the general  
machine configuration
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GENERAL MACHINE
CONFIGURTATION

When discussing pivot joint testing equipment, it is key to start with considerations 

of the general machine configuration. The main areas to discuss are the spindle 

location, clamping and part containment, rotational friction, and other potential in 

stations processes. 

SPINDLE LOCATION 

The location of the rotational motion of the axis of testing 

is a critical machine configuration factor. This rotational 

motion is accomplished with a spindle. This spindle 

location must be located with its axis in line with the axis 

of the pivot part being tested. See Figure 1 to the right. 

Misalignment or tilting of the pivot under test can cause 

inconsistent and inaccurate results.

  Figure 1: Spindle and pivot part axis alignment.

Image 02: SERVO Controlled Torque Check Fixture and Tooling
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CLAMPING AND  
PART CONTAINMENT

A second critical machine consideration is the part 

clamping and containment. Depending on the design 

of the part being tested, the test rotation may cause 

shifting or twisting of the part. This will add error to the 

test measurements. 

To counter this error potential, the machine must hold 

the part in a controlled manner, making sure to do so 

in a manner that does not influence testing results. Parts 

should be located using drawing GD&T defined datums 

and should be f irmly clamped in place.

If the manner of containment/clamping causes flex or 

distortion of the part, testing results will likely be distorted 

as well. 

Image 03: SERVO Controlled Torque Check Fixture and Tooling
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ROTATIONAL FRICTION

The third critical machine consideration to discuss 

is the rotational friction. Rotation friction of the test 

tooling needs to be measured and accounted for in the 

calculation of the reported pivot test data. If unaccounted 

for, it will offset and skew the testing results. 

Compensation methods will vary depending on the 

applications needs. Methods range from simple 

transducer zeroing to dynamic compensation that applies 

pre-measured friction data over the entire test path. 

Depending upon the precision needed and environment 

the machine is operating in, this compensation may only 

require being done at machine setup and maintenance 

calibrations or as frequently as every cycle. 

Image 04: SERVO Controlled Torque Check Fixture and Tooling
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OTHER REQUIRED 
PROCESSES IN STATION

A f inal machine consideration for pivot joint testing is if 

completion of another process is required in the same 

machine station. There are many possibilities for this 

scenario, but they commonly include part assembly and/

or part marking. 

Pivoting joints are generally the result of an assembly 

process. Testing directly in the assembly machine can be 

extremely beneficial. Verifying pivot joint performance at 

assembly can dramatically reduce downstream quality 

and customer concerns. Image 05 above shows the 

f ixturing and in-process torques checking mechanism.

The machine shown is testing the part in the same 

station it is being assembled. This configuration allows 

for adjustment of the formed joint on the assembled 

part to meet the torque requirements if the f irst testing 

sequence is not successful. Depending upon the part 

geometry and assembly process used, a second station 

to transfer to may be required, however, this generally 

removes the ability to correct a failed part in cycle.  

A second common process combined with pivot joint 

testing is marking of the part. This marking can be as 

simple as identifying the part passed the pivot testing or 

as involved as full serialization, including storing of the 

full test cycle data for future reference. Image 06 below 

shows a testing station with engraving serialization.

If part marking is required, it is critical to identify the 

mark location and content early in the f ixture design. As 

mentioned previously, clamping and part containment 

are critical to testing accuracy so understanding which 

surface requires access to mark on must be considered. 

The design of the f ixturing is focused on the testing 

FIRST. The integrity of the measurement needs to be 

the top priority. Never compromise the test data to 

accommodate other functions. It may be necessary to 

mark the part in a separate f ixture or operation.

Image 05: SERVO Controlled In-Process Torque Check Fixture

Image 06: SERVO Controlled Torque Check Fixture and Serialization
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FIXTURING

As discussed in the general machine configuration section, clamping and part containment are critical 

to the success of a pivot joint testing machine. Clamping and containment are generally accomplished 

in the part f ixture. See Figure 2 below for an example of this location and clamping approach.

The f ixture has a few specif ic considerations to take. 

SUPPORT OF RIVET/PIVOT JOINT 

With the rivet or pivot joint being the axis of rotation, 

manner of support and location of it is of high importance. 

Generally, the pivot joint is supported directly underneath 

for loading purposes, in line with the axis of rotation. 

When clamped the pivot joint should be free of any 

restriction or unintended friction due to contact with 

the locator/support. For machines with other processes 

happening in the same f ixture, such as the assembly 

process, a dynamic lower support may be needed to 

achieve the desired assembly and test results.   Figure 2: Example f ixture part holding.

Image 07: Fixture Part Support
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EXTERNAL COMPONENT   
LOCATING AND CONTAINMENT

External to the pivot joint location of the part should 

ideally use datum locations that are directly related to the 

pivot centreline. 

Containment of these external components of the 

assembly being tested is required. The part under test 

should be f irmly clamped in place to prevent shifting 

while testing. This clamping and containment must be 

done in a manner that allows free rotation of the part and 

doesn’t impart any unintended load on the pivot joint.

GENERAL   
FIXTURE MOTION

Fixture must be designed so that any friction is minimized. 

This requires attention to the pivot rotation axis as well as 

any support and clamp features that need to move. This 

free motion is important so that the system can directly 

measure the intended torque attribute without the need 

of calculation or estimation.

GAUGING OF MOTIONS  
AND MEASUREMENTS

It is critical that any pivot joint testing system be able 

to conf irm the resulting measurement is accurate. 

Much the way any precision measurement tool requires 

calibration to a known good external tool/device, these 

machines do as well. This requires designing tooling 

and calibration devices to verify measurements are 

accurate at implementation as well as for ongoing use 

of the machine. 

This upfront work to ensure verif ication is possible will 

allow the machine to act as the known and the customer 

parts and past testing methodology to be the items of 

investigation and understanding. These calibration and 

gauging devices can be as simple as known weights or 

as complex as full external sensors/devices that provide 

a measurement. Often the control system provides 

instructions and potentially step by step guided 

sequences for these calibrations/check routines.  

Image 08: SERVO Controlled Torque Check  
Orbital Forming Machine
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CONTROL METHODOLOGY

The f inal, extremely important, consideration to take for a 

pivot joint testing machine is the control methodology. As 

important as the robust, well thought out main machine 

and f ixture, including methods of verif ication are, they are 

worthless without the appropriate control methodology. 

This control methodology has several considerations. 

Pivot joint testing of assembled components generally 

require break in cycles. This is to potentially distribute 

lubrication or to relieve compressive stress in the 

assembled joint. It is also sometimes necessary to allow 

parts to effectively wear off or burnish any interference 

until a stable torque is reached. The number of break in 

cycles will depend upon the specif ic pivot application 

requirements and will also have a signif icant impact on 

cycle time.  

Another consideration is which important measurements 

you want to obtain. This decision is driven by the assembly 

being tested and what is most important to the resulting use. 

There are three common measurements often used: 

1. Break away torque. This is the required torque to 

make the initial move and is often perceived in use as the 

highest torque value. Break away torque is a big factor in 

products that rely on manual operation and “feel”

2. Min and max torque across full motion. This captures 

any overly tight or loose spots in the rotational cycle of 

the part.  Uneven torque with tight and loose spots may 

point to inconsistent or bent parts.

3. Average torque. This is the value calculated using 

samples collected over the full range of motion. Average 

torque is generally a good indication of the resulting feel 

to pivot the part given somewhat reasonable min/max/

break away torque values for the application in question. 
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CONCLUSION

If a test machine is not designed and configured correctly it can either constantly restrict production flow or be 

as pointless as not testing at all. As we discussed, many considerations need to be taken for each of the main 

machine, the f ixture, the gauging and motion verif ication, and f inally the control methodology. Along 

with this, these different aspects of the machine construction must work together 

and interact correctly to produce a test sequence that appropriately 

provides accurate and indisputable test data.


